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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2021 Alliance RV Paradigm 372RK, Alliance RV Paradigm fifth wheel 372RK
highlights: Two Sleeper Sofas Dual Recliner Love Seat Huge Residential Shower
No Carpet Walk-In Closet Industry's Largest Oven This Paradigm fifth wheel has
an amazing rear kitchen that will make it both easy and enjoyable to prepare
dinner each evening! The Insignia microwave, Insignia four-burner range, 3.73
cubic foot oven, 18 cubic foot refrigerator, and preparations for a dishwasher are
just a few of the features that truly make this kitchen great. You can sit down at
the floating dinette table with chairs to enjoy that meal, or you can head into the
living room to sit back on the sleeper sofas or the dual recliner love seat. The
dimmable LED lighting makes it easy to adjust the brightness level of the interior,
and the two Smart TVs are super convenient to have when you have to stay inside
because of the rain. The Paradigm fifth wheel from Alliance RV is absolutely a
dream to own because it combines high quality and luxury with features that you
have specifically requested over the years! Some of the exterior customer-driven
features are the Benchmark chassis, the G-range tires rated at 4,400 pounds, and
the MorRyde CRE3000 suspension, and the Paradigm offers some of the
industry's largest tank sizes at 98 gallons for fresh water and 106 gallons for gray
water. The PVC roof covering will do an excellent job at protecting your RV from
water intrusion, and it has increased solar reflectivity. You won't find any carpet in
the Paradigm, and another great feature that has been reconstructed to meet the
customer's needs is the flush-floor slide. The soft-close doors and drawers with
magnetic catch are a high-end residential feature that isn't typically found on
other RVs, and the excellent hidden storage capabilities of the Paradigm will
surprise you when you find them.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 68216A
VIN Number: 7M5FP4129MB200104
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 3
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